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List of Works

*Fake ID*, 2017
Contents of participants’ pockets or wallets and the willingness to imagine a new identity, copier, self-healing plastic, paper shredders, stamp, paper, secrets, and folding table
72 × 30 × 29 in (182.9 × 76.2 × 73.7 cm)
Courtesy the artist and Nara Roesler Gallery

*Alternative Facts*, 2017
Lies and spare change supplied by the public, notary public seal and stamp, signature, ledger, leather desk pad, gold electroplating kit, scale, pyrite, paper, gold melting and casting kit, paper, and folding table
72 × 30 × 29 in (182.9 × 76.2 × 73.7 cm)
Courtesy the artist and Nara Roesler Gallery

*I Bet You a Dollar It Will Rain Tomorrow*, 2017
Bets, green felt, miscellaneous materials, paper, and folding table 72 × 30 × 29 in (182.9 × 76.2 × 73.7 cm)
Courtesy the artist and Nara Roesler Gallery